
Covenant Home Preceptor CD-Rom

CHC Full Curriculum Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide

Covenant Home Grading Masters

Covenant Home Second Grade Course Blueprint 

packet

Suffer Little Children: Book 2, teacher text with student 

workbook and answer key

Suffer Little Children quarterly exams with answer key

CHC Scripture memory program

Heritage Studies 2, textbook

Heritage Studies 2 Notebook Activity, with CHC 

teacher’s manual and answer key

CHC test set for Heritage Studies 2 with answer key

MCP Phonics Workbook C, student book and 

teacher’s edition

SRA Spelling: Level 3, student worktext and CHC 

teacher’s manual (2002 ed.)

McGuffey’s First Reader

Grammar Activity Sheets for use with the McGuffey’s 

First Reader

CHC Handbook of Grammar Rules

Uncle Bunny, a Skilltext comprehension reader with 

teacher’s annotated edition

Tracy, a Skilltext comprehension reader with teacher’s 

annotated edition

CHC Book Report Form Set C

Supplemental reader (titles may vary)

Penmanship C, student book and teacher’s manual

MCP Mathematics: Level B, 2005 ed., student worktext 

and teacher’s manual

Exploring Creation with Human Anatomy & Physiol-

ogy, student text 

CHC Human Anatomy & Physiology quarterly tests 

with answer key

Supplemental science reader (titles may vary)

nd

The emphasis in second grade gradually shifts to the building blocks of grammar, the structure of our language.  Previ-

ously learned concepts are reviewed and built upon while the student begins memorizing rules of syllabication, alphabet-

izing, plurals, possessives and more. Students make a transition from manuscript to cursive writing.  The Skilltext Readers 

are superior in developing higher level comprehension skills and critical thinking.

We cannot begin too early to teach children to think!  Somewhat more detailed book report forms are designed to create 

in the student a love for reporting.  One excellent aspect to our spelling program is the weekly proofreading practice, 

which begins the transfer of this responsibility from the parent to the child. 

The Old Testament study is continued from King David through the prophets, this time with an added workbook children 

enjoy.  Early American history is covered through the Heritage Studies 2 textbook and student activities.  This exciting 

study deals with communities, colonization, the War for Independence and much more.

Science explores anatomy and physiology.  In math students will learn to add and subtract through 3-digit numbers.  

Particularly noteworthy in all levels of our math series are the Mental Math exercises.  Though the focus at this level is 

on the concrete and the factual, we like to begin challenging the reasoning skills of a student, preparing him for more 

complex thinking.

 Second Grade Full Curriculum Includes 

NEW

NEW



 

 

  NOTE:  The Covenant Home Preceptor CD-Rom and/or Grading Masters may be purchased with any module order.  Please see price list on page 25.

MCP Mathematics: Level B, 2005 ed., student worktext and teacher’s manual

CHC blueprint

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

Suffer Little Children: Book 2, teacher text with student workbook 

and answer key

Suffer Little Children quarterly exams with answer key

CHC Scripture memory program and blueprint

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

Exploring Creation with Human Anatomy & Physiology, student text 

CHC Anatomy & Physiology quarterly tests with answer key

Supplemental science reader (titles may vary)

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

MCP Phonics Workbook C, student book and teacher’s edition

SRA Spelling: Level 3, student worktext and CHC teacher’s manual (2002 ed.)

McGuffey’s First Reader

Grammar Activity Sheets with answer key for use with the McGuffey’s First 

Reader

CHC Handbook of Grammar Rules

Uncle Bunny, a Skilltext comprehension reader with teacher’s annotated 

edition

Tracy, a Skilltext comprehension reader with teacher’s annotated edition

CHC Book Report Form Set C

Supplemental reader (titles may vary)

Penmanship C, student book and teacher’s manual (transition to cursive)

CHC Second Grade Language Blueprint packet

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

Heritage Studies 2, textbook with blueprint

Heritage Studies 2 Notebook Activity, with CHC teacher’s manual 

and answer key

CHC test set with answer key

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

The Light and the 

Glory for Children

The Light and the Glory for Children, read-aloud text

The Light and the Glory for Children Activity Book  (reproducible)

CHC Christopher Columbus Historical Overlay 

Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module

nd

All facts through 12

Self-checking design

st nd

This series takes a fascinating look 

at natural habitats.  Each book 

explores one habitat and the many 

animals, birds, plants and insects that 

depend upon it for food and shelter.  

Complete your set!

The Living Town

The Living Pond

The Living House

The Living Seashore

—  while supplies last  —

rd

nd

nd


